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The objective of present study is analyzing   genetic diversity among three Arab,
Baloch and Gadic breeds using selected markers. Mutual comparisons of each two breeds
were conducted to detect and accurately analyze differences between breeds. . 45  blood
samples were collected from three districts of Herat province (Shindand, Gulran and
Obe) of three Afghan sheep breeds (Arabi, Baloch and Gadic). 10 µL of blood was collected
via the jugular vein in Venoject tubes with EDTA (Ethylene Diamine Tetraacetic Acid) for
prevention of blood coagulation and immediately stored in a refrigerator at 4 °C. DNA
was extracted from blood using the GenElute™ Blood Genomic DNA Kit. DNA concentration
was determined using NanoDrop (Spectrophotometer ND-1000). In this research
haplotypic blocks analysis in experimental regions, the way of their erosions and LD
graphs are drawn using Haploview v4.2 software. Required information as inputs for
this software consisted of genotypic information of markers in experimental regions
similarly; the statistics that are used for LD calculation are the same correlational
coefficients between r2 and surrounding SNPs.  A total of 15 Arabi, 15 Baloch and 15
Gadic sheep breed were genotyped at 53862 SNP loci with the Ovine SNP chip50K Bead
chip (http://www.illumina.com). usually those SNP that had been assigned to the 26
autosomes and X chromosome was measured) Then for each SNP, minor allele frequency
(MAF) (over all animals) less than 2% were removed and percentage of calls rate ? 95%
(how many sheep the marker worked for) was removed (Teo YY, Fry AE, Clark TG, Tai ES,
Seielstad M: On the usage of HWE for identifying genotyping errors. Annals of Human
Genetics 2007, 71:701-703). Biodiversity is usually described in terms of three intimately
connected levels, namely Species diversity, Genetic diversity, Ecosystem diversity.
Considering excess of heterozygosity within studied breeds, one can conclude that these
breeds are not threatening in terms of heterozygosity decline and can be considered as an
appropriate genetic reserve for different husbandry and eugenic purposes in Afghanistan.
Furthermore high heterozygosity in studied chromosomes in Arab, Baloch and Gadic
breeds suggest high diversity within population in spite of carrying out eugenic activities
on livestock due to managerial plans which has managed to reduce the consistency level
and keep the diversity in acceptable level.
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Genetic diversity plays an important role
in the lives of most species that live longer.
Diversity in genetics occurs at the molecular level
as it is the key to the development of past, present
and future of agriculture and animals, so it’s very

important to know the information about the
population of animals farm and their genetics in
animal breeding (Esmail-Khanian et al., 2007).

Genetic diversity refers to the diversity
of genes within single species. Other genetic
diversities can occur in random mutation at the
molecular level.
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Genetic diversity is the variation of
heritable characteristics in the same species
population. It plays a significant role in evolution
by allowing a species to adapt to a new environment
and to stand against parasites.

Genetic diversity is essential for the
sustainability of livestock (and other) species for
a variety of reasons:
Genetic diversity within the breed

for long-term genetic improvement of
livestock breeds, and the election of new features
or attributes in a changing environment. Also to
avoid inbreeding is important because of low
performance.
Genetic diversity between breeds

Local breeds for the support and
maintenance of genetic diversity in animals with
high performance are used. The local breeds have
specific social and economic value; these animals
have good adaptation with the toughest
conditions. Furthermore the local breed is one of
our cultural heritages (Gandini & Villa, 2003).

The genetic diversity found in livestock
allows livestock keepers to help the livestock to
resist disease, environmental change, marketing
of livestock, etc. Maybe it is impossible to predict.
Most of local breeds are rare today due to the loss
of products and lack of good market. The Finn
sheep, for example, was cast aside by commercial
breeders decades ago and kept only by Finnish
peasants.
Molecular markers and marker assisted selection

Molecular markers are useful and accurate
tools that can substitute the traditional and
classical genetic techniques for amelioration of
eugenic programs and differentiation within the
breeds. Molecular markers can be better alternative
sources of information for estimating genetic
diversity, in the case of missing dynasty data or
pedigree errors. Indeed when the information of
pedigree is available for markers, they may allow
estimating the genetic diversity more exactly.

Genetic markers are differentiators
between the DNA of each chromosome that is
transferred from a parent to the descendants.
Mostly when they are used between individuals,
populations, species, breeds… they are called
genetic markers that differentiate and distinguish
them from one another. A genetic marker requires
polymorphism (variation) and the heritability. In

the past, genetic diversity studies such as
allozymes, were studied on the base of protein
variants in enzymes and because of low  number
of loci and polymorphism level  the other markers
have taken over.

SNP (Single Nucleotide Polymorphism)
markers, for assessing genome-wide genetic
variation, provide new possibilities for genetic
diversity and selection in QTL analysis. Studies of
SNP markers are now using SNPs in genomic
selection in livestock breeds (Zenger et al., 2007;
Muir et. al., 2008; Kijas et. al., 2009).

They are series of DNA which are
connected to the genes that lie under a quantitative
trait. Mapping regions of the genomes that include
genes which are classified as quantitative
characteristics are done using molecular tags as
AFLP or mostly as SNPs.

This is an early-used stage in identifying
and sequencing the actual genes that lie under the
characteristic variation. Quantitative
characteristics refer to phenotypes that vary in
degree and can be ascribe to polygenic effects.
Advantages of genetic diversity estimation with
SNP markers

In addition to pedigree information, SNP
markers help us to realize what the DNA is. Using
SNP markers gives more information than pedigree
cCharts, and the information is more accurate.
Therefore, if pedigree information is missing, SNP
markers can provide more data. Combining Pedigree
and SNP data is a good way to estimate genetic
diversity. We can also use SNP to see genetic
diversity at the genome level. It allows us to
identify low and high regions of genome diversity
. If low regions have been identified, they can be
conserved (Vanraden, 2007). Because low regions
can be easily under the study, research and control.

 is the total gene diversity or expected
heterozygosity in the population

 is within population gene diversity or average
observed heterozygosity in a group of
communities.

 is the average of expected heterozygosity in
each subpopulation

 in the range of 0 to 0.05 indicate less genetic
diversity, in range of 0.05 to 0.25 indicates more
genetic diversity.

F indices make the analysis of
subpopulation possible. These indices can be used
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to measure the genetic distances between
populations. With the assumption of the
subpopulation which had matting has different
allele frequencies from total population ones (Krap
et al 1998).

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Data collection and DNA extraction
45  blood samples were collected from

three Afghan sheep breeds (Arabi, Baloch and
Gadic) from three districts of Herat province
(Shindand, Gulran and Obe) . 10 µL of blood was
collected via jugular vein in Venoject tubes with
EDTA (Ethylene Diamine Tetraacetic Acid) for
prevention of coagulation blood was collected
immediately stored at 4 °C in the refrigerator. DNA
was extracted from blood using the GenElute™
Blood Genomic DNA Kit. DNA concentration was
determined using NanoDrop (Spectrophotometer
ND-1000).
Genotyping using Ovine 50K SNP Chip and data
mining

A total of 15 Arabi, 15 Baloch and 15 Gadic
sheep breed were genotyped at 53862 SNP loci
with the Ovine SNP chip50K Bead chip (http://
www.illumina.com). usually those SNP that had
been assigned to the 26 autosomes and X
chromosome was measured).  Then for each SNP,
minor allele frequency (MAF) (over all animals)
less than 2% were removed and percentage of calls
rate d” 95% (how many sheep the marker hold true)
was removed (Teo YY, Fry AE, Clark TG, Tai ES,
Seielstad M: On the usage of HWE for identifying
genotyping errors. Annals of Human Genetics 2007,
71:701-703).

For the remaining SNPs outlier departure
from Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium (p < 10-2) over
all animals of a breed were used for identifying
genotyping errors (Teo YY, Fry AE, Clark TG, Tai
ES, Seielstad M: On the usage of HWE for
identifying genotyping errors. Annals of Human
Genetics 2007, 71:701-703). After editing the data,
47326 markers for Arabi vs Baloch, 46284 marker
for Arabi vs Gadic and 47159 for Baloch vs Gadic
were retained for the study. Missing data were
replaced with the most frequent allele at that
specific locus. Allele frequencies and observed and
expected heterozygosity were calculated for each
breed.

Statistical analysis based on LD and haplotypical
length

One very productive way for recognizing
selections done in genome level is to utilize analysis
based on LD. Because  selection for a beneficial
allele is accompanied with selection of loci that are
attached around.

Unlike analysis such as; FST, methods
based on LD depend on  frequency and distance
between SNPs because these analysis are multiple.

The most important statistical analysis
used in this way are; Extended Haplotype
Homozygosity (EHH), Integrated Haplotype Score
(IHS) and Cross-Population EHH (XP-EHH) (Sabeti
et, al, 2002; Prasad et, al, 2006).

In this research the methods of
haplotypic blocks analysis in experimental regions,
the way of their erosions and LD graphs are drawn
using Haploview v4.2 software. Inputs used in this
software consists genotypic information of markers
in experimental regions and statistics that are used
for LD calculation are the same correlational
coefficients between r2 and surrounding SNPs.

Statistical Analysis and Calculation of
Population Differentiation between Different Breed
Pairs:

Total allelic frequencies for each locus,

and   considering all animals as a single
population was calculated as:

Where pop.1=number of individuals in
population1 and pop.2=number of individuals in
population2.

Then, expected heterozygosity values  in
populations (Hs) and overall heterozygosity (Ht)
were calculated. Finally, Fst was calculated
according to Weir and Cockerham (1984):
Fst = Ht - Hs / Ht

After calculating Fst the wim5 Fst was
calculate by using  the average from of every 4 Fst
and  I deleted (two first Fst and two end Fst from
every chromosome  (-180 Fst from 27 chromosome)
finally calculated Win5 Fst Manhattan Plot and
Fst Manhattan Plot.
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Study of homozygosity and heterozygosity in
different breeds

A way for recognition of breeds that are
aimed for selection is the homozygosity
comparison over the genomic region. Considering
two distinct breeds, selection can be done in two
ways; firstly when a beneficial mutation is only
selected in one of the breeds while selection isn’t
aimed for the other breed. It is expected to show
one of those two above-mentioned homozygosity
breeds in one genomic region while the other breed
isn’t under such a consideration.

Secondly if different alleles of one
mutation in the considered breeds are selected in
two directions, it means selection is done for one
of the alleles in each breed, so that it is expected to
show both above-mentioned homozygosity
breeds. Within this research homozygosity for each
SNP marker is first determined by valuing 1 for
homozygote and 0 for heterozygote markers in order
and then average length of homozygosity is
calculated for each SNP considering near-bordered
SNPs in microsoft Excel 2010 and related plot is
drawn on two sides of candidate genomic region
in each breed. Thus in these graphs values are
indicator of average length of homozygosity for
each SNP considering at homozygosity in near-
bordered SNPs. This analysis is the same as study
of linkage disequlibrium (LD) in the region that in
which homozygosity is indicator of the selection
in the same genomic region.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

90 animals consisting  30 or 15 samples
from each Baloch, Arabic and Gadic breed have
been genotyped through Ovine Bead Chip arrays.

After primary control of  genotyping data , two
animals (one from Arab breed and one from Gadic
breed) are eliminated from subsequent analysis  due
to having more than 10% lost genotype and finally
99 animals are remained for subsequent steps.
Different stages of SNP markers filtration are
presented in Table 4-1.

Finally, 47327, 47303 and 47307 SNP
markers have managed to pass quality control
stages in Baloch, Arab and Gadic breed,
respectively. As, 2665, 2659 and 2758 SNP markers
have been eliminated in Baloch, Arab and Gadic
breeds respectively, due to MAF less than 0.02.
Similarly, 3870, 3900 and 3797 SNPs have been
eliminated in Baloch, Arab and Gadic breeds
respectively, due to 0.05 obtained Genotype and
finally 47327, 47303 and 47307 SNP markers are
remained for subsequent analysis. Finally, SNPs
which have passed through all quality control steps
are kept for subsequent analysis. This information
has been used for principal component analysis
(PCA) analysis, population structure and LD
structure.
PCA analysis, population structure, population
differentiation index

Population structure of three sheep
population of Afghanistan are examined   using
PCA analysis through information of samples
genotypes by Admixture software. PCA analysis
results showed that the studied population can be
found in quite distinct groups based on PC1 and
PC2 information and only one animal belong to
Gadic breed has stood away from its own breed
group, but the same breed has no overlap with
other breeds too and probably they are some half
breed from studied populations. This sample is
eliminated from subsequent analysis.

Table 1.  Different filtration stages of data originated from genotype
determination through various racial comparisons

Baloch Gadic Arab Edition stage

30 30 30 Total of animals
1 1 0 Eliminating samples due to having more than 10% obtained genotype
29 29 30 Number of remained samples
53862 53862 53862 Number of SNPs
2758 2659 2665 Eliminating SNPs with MAF<2% in sum of samples
3797 3900 3870 Eliminating SNPs with Call rate <95% in sample sum
47307 47303 47327 Number of remained samples
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Table 2: Properties of SNPs used for comparing Arab  and
Baloch breeds and their genetic distance  on different chromosomes

chromo Number of average of Minimum Maximum length of
some SNP markers distance(bp) distance (bp) distance (bp) genome (bp)

1 5157 58108.32318 1753 941607 299548406
2 4815 54634.94516 1936 898517 263012626
3 4390 55292.28731 5326 872478 242677849
4 2362 53838.01991 5393 467514 127111565
5 2084 56048.1037 65 842189 116748200
6 2305 55995.12717 5342 2936691 129012773
7 2022 53770.69767 5383 1133529 108670580
8 1766 55394.53341 5458 624774 97826746
9 1886 53469.55756 5353 789815 100790116
10 1634 57622.2774 3113 3418843 94097179
11 1036 64602.43865 5300 489036 66863524
12 1481 58144.42297 5288 953643 86053746
13 1487 59564.32301 5478 902996 88512584
14 1055 65227.07021 5365 873165 68749332
15 1489 60373.71102 5414 2321143 89836082
16 1381 55920.54275 5786 616675 77170349
17 1267 61960.35229 5434 562710 78441806
18 1250 57557.78463 5366 558227 71889673
19 1105 58690.71558 5353 507338 64794550
20 1020 54509.49657 5499 729287 55545177
21 783 70371.56777 5363 1970435 55030566
22 973 56603.15123 5312 2215283 55018263
23 976 67955.15795 5622 715163 66256279
24 639 69399.67712 5514 406074 44276994
25 880 54641.2537 5514 589556 48029662
26 804 62043.45953 915 1691855 49820898
27 1279 100107.4844 5314 2336684 127937365
Total 60438.76 65 3418843 2773722890

Due to scarcity of remained animals by
elimination of one animal from Gadic breed 44
animals remained for subsequent analysis is taken
into account. Considering PC2, Arab, Baloch and
Gadic populations are separated from each other.
In another study in species such as car, sheep and
pig animals are classified only based on special
vectors I and II and according to breed and
geographical region (Gibbs, et al., 2009., Yang et
al., 2012). By the same population diversity one
can hope to find some points from genome which
are selected in a significant manner. Moreover, due
to natural selection during adaption, a set of
selection is taken place on these species. This gives
rise to population differentiation. Adaptation with

local environments and artificial selection can alter
allele frequency on genome special positions. In
fact, frequency of decent alleles increases in
selected position and it results in population
differentiation numerical value (FST) higher than
expected (Akey et al, 2002).  Obtained population
differentiation for studied populations shows low
and middle population differentiation. Results of
population differentiation analysis confirm
presence of three distinct populations or breed.
Statistics related to SNP markers and their
distribution on Afghani sheep chromosomes

Totally, 47327 SNP marker in Baloch-
Arabic race comparison passed through the quality
control procedures. Regarding this amount of
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Table 3. Properties of used SNPs in analysis related to breed comparing Arab-Gadic breeds and
distance between them on different chromosomes change it like previous table

chromo Number of average of Minimum Maximum length of
some SNP markers distance(bp) distance (bp) distance (bp) genome (bp)

1 5150 58176.03535 1753 941607 299548406
2 4809 54703.12521 1936 898517 263012626
3 4390 55292.28731 5326 872478 242677849
4 2362 53838.01991 5393 467514 127111565
5 2094 55780.31534 65 842189 116748200
6 2311 55849.68528 5344 2936691 129012773
7 2020 53823.96236 5383 1133529 108670580
8 1771 55269.34802 5385 668174 97826746
9 1880 53640.2959 5353 789815 100790116
10 1645 57236.72689 3113 3418843 94052172
11 1027 65169.12671 5300 489036 66863524
12 1473 58357.04755 5288 953643 85901574
13 1484 59684.81726 5478 902996 88512584
14 1057 65103.53409 5283 873165 68749332
15 1486 60495.67811 5414 2321143 89836082
16 1368 56452.34016 5786 616675 77170349
17 1254 62539.89385 5434 562710 78362487
18 1254 29975.47087 5366 558227 71889673
19 1095 59227.19378 5353 507338 64794550
20 1020 54509.49657 5499 729287 55545177
21 783 70371.56777 5363 1970435 55030566
22 976 56428.98769 5312 2215283 55018263
23 982 67539.53007 5622 688072 66256279
24 639 69399.67712 5514 406074 44276994
25 880 54641.2537 5514 589556 48029662
26 807 61812.52854 915 1691855 49820898
27 1285 99639.69237 5314 2336684 127937365
Total 59442.88 65 3418843 2773446392

markers, totally 2773.72 Mb of genome covered.
The mean distance of these markers equaled 60.438
kb. The most and least distance among the SNPs
is 3418.8 kb and 65 Respectively located on 10 and
5 chromosome. Table 2 is illustrated the summary
of multi-faceted single Nucleoid markers
distributed over all the chromosomes in relevant
analysis of Arabic-Baloch races ’comparison.

In this study, in order to identify areas of
genome located in Baloch, Arabic and Gadic race
comparisons taken under various selection
procedures, the right FST   genomic distribution
graph were modeled via Weir & Cockerman method
(Theta coefficient) for all the SNPs on the genome.
One of the assessment problems via applying FST

method include that the sampling error is not take
into account; and this problem was solved by Weir
& Cockerman. The statistic ranges is fluctuated
between 0- 1 like the Wright method. However,
respecting the non-skewed estimator, there is a
possibility to obtain negative values (AKY ET
al.2002). The advantage of this method over the
basic FST method proposed by Wright is the
samples’ sizes included in formula in the Theta
non-skewed method, in fact, considered as the real
sample error (Weir & Cockerman.2009). Typically,
the Theta non-skewed method is used with low
quantity and population comparison with various
sizes (Akay ET al.2002).

In this section, in order to review the
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Fig. 1. Fig. 2. Comparing Fst coefficient (based on  Write
method) and Theta coefficient (based on  Vier
and Cocerham method) for genotyped SNPs

in the studies breed information

Table 4. Properties of used SNPs in analysis related to breed comparing Baloch-Gadic breeds and
distance between them on different chromosomes change it like previous table

chromo Number of average of Minimum Maximum length of
some SNP markers distance(bp) distance (bp) distance (bp) genome (bp)

1 5143 58255.23259 1753 941607 299548406
2 4807 54725.88972 1936 898517 263012626
3 4383 55380.61365 5326 872478 242677849
4 2367 53724.24556 5393 467514 127111565
5 2079 56182.96439 65 842189 116748200
6 2301 56092.51 5342 2936691 129012773
7 2018 53877.33267 5383 1133529 108670580
8 1774 55175.82967 5458 593142 97826746
9 1881 53611.76383 5353 789815 100790116
10 1656 56856.30151 3113 3418843 94097179
11 1032 64853.07856 5300 489036 66863524
12 1480 58080.84787 5288 953643 85901574
13 1494 59285.05291 5478 902996 88512584
14 1055 65227.07021 5283 873165 68749332
15 1481 60700.05541 5414 2321143 89836082
16 1376 56123.89018 5786 616675 77170349
17 1269 61862.62303 5434 562710 78441806
18 1252 57465.76579 5366 558227 71889673
19 1095 59227.19378 5353 507338 64794550
20 1023 54349.48826 5499 729287 55545177
21 779 70733.37532 5363 1970435 55030566
22 981 56141.08469 5312 2215283 55018263
23 982 67539.53007 5657 688072 66256279
24 638 69508.6248 5514 406074 44276994
25 876 54891.04229 5514 589556 42530665
26 807 61812.52854 915 1691855 49820898
27 1277 100264.3926 5314 2336684 127937365
Total 60442.53 65 3418843 2690901372
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population distinction of Afghan races, results from
the non-skewed FST estimator were applied through
the Weir & Cockerman method (Theta coefficient)
are reported and in all comparisons, The originated
results with Wright FST own high correlational
coefficient (higher than 99%), which for example
the correlation of two methods in Baloch-Gadic
race comparison is shown in figure 2.

Heterozygosity degree
Heterozygosity is the most important

method for measuring genetic diversity which can
be obtained from total in situ heterozygosity
frequency. Figure 3 shows heterozygosity of Arab,
Baloch and Gadic breeds in each autosomic
chromosomes.

Fig. 3. Heterozygosity (along with standard deviation) of  Arabi,
balouch and Gadic races in different orthodromic chromosomes

CONCLUSION

In this study, analysis of selection
markers search is taken play as mutual
comparisons. Mutual comparisons are conducted
for detecting differences between breeds and
accurately analyzing these differences. Then,
identifying selected regions is carried out using
Theta statistic. In this paper, some parts of genome
is determined as selection markers which in
previous studies have been determined as selection
markers of Human, cow and livestock. By
identifying genes in vicinity of regions and selected
SNPs, biologic role of a set of these genes are not
identified thoroughly, similarly, for some genes it
is probability of mutual influences which are
unknown. In general, for accurately identifying role
of these genes, one should carry out continuous
studies with more performance.

Considering attempt to record from pure
livestock of Arab, Baloch and Gadic breeds within
collecting Afghani races. However, due to
adjacency with keeping place of these breeds with
other breeds, it is expected that some undesired

mixtures take place. Therefore for examining the
manner in which different sample arrange in breed
groups, the PCA analysis is used. Results show
that except sample livestock 2, all livestock are
found in related breeds. One of these animals
belonged to Arab breed which has been recorded
in gender comparison and by examining information
genotype determination; genders of these samples
were not matching. Therefore, this sample has been
eliminated from final analysis. Another sample was
from Gadic breed, similarly this livestock samples
has been eliminated from subsequent examinations.

Considering excess of heterozygosity
within studied breeds, one can conclude that these
breeds are not threatening in terms of
heterozygosity decline and can be considered as
an appropriate genetic reserve for different
husbandry and eugenic purposes in Afghanistan.
Furthermore high heterozygosity in studied
chromosomes in Arab, Baloch and Gadic races
suggests high diversity within population in spite
of carrying out eugenic activities on livestock due
to managerial plans which has managed to reduce
the consistency level and keep the diversity in
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acceptable level.
Suggestions
1. By whole sheep genome sequencing within

each three breeds or at least in some regions
of genome which in current paper are
identified as selection markers, in future
studies one can examine LD structure based
statistic with higher density of SNP markers
and higher accuracy.

2. Using other world breeds genomes together
with studies breeds and together analyzing
population differentiation can be effective
in finding selection markers and population
structures.

3. Population genetic structures can be
studied more deeply with more detailed on
studied populations.
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